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Investigative Activity:  Review of Video Footage 

Involves:   Adbisamad Ismail 

Date of Activity:  07/06/2023 

Author:   SA Craig Call #157 

 

Narrative: 

On Thursday July 6, 2023 the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) was requested by the 

Columbus Division of Police (CPD) to investigate a shooting incident between Abdisamad Mohamed 

Ismail (Ismail) and CPD Officers that occurred on I-70 at the Mound Street exit, Columbus, Ohio (Franklin 

County). Ismail was fatally shot as a result of the incident. CPD Officer was also shot and 

transported to the hospital where he is recovering from his injuries.  

As a part of the investigation, BCI was provided with a large amount of body worn camera (BWC) and 

cruiser dash cam (dash cam) footage of the officers involved and indirectly involved in the shooting.  BCI 

Special Agent Call (SA Call) was assigned to review the provided footage.  The vast majority of the video 

files do not contain footage of the shooting and the events immediately surrounding the shooting. 

However, the shooting was captured on BWC and dash cam footage of the involved officers.  The videos 

were reviewed and are retained on the BCI evidence.com account. 

After reviewing the provided footage, SA Call observed the following CPD officers fired their weapons 

during the incident: 

• Lieutenant (Lt.  

o Responded to the incident alone 

• Sergeant (Sgt.  

o Responded to the incident alone 

• Officer (Officer   

o Responded as front seat passenger working with partner Officer

o Was shot by Ismail during the incident 

• Officer (Officer  

o Responded as the driver working with partner Officer
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• Officer (Officer  

o Responded to the incident alone 

• Officer (Officer  

o Responded as the driver working partner Officer

• Officer (Officer  

o Responded as the front seat passenger working with partner Officer

• Officer (Officer  

o Responded to the incident alone 

The shooting occurred during the afternoon hours of July 6, 2023, on I-70 East between the 98 and 99 

mile markers.  The shooting occurred at the conclusion of a vehicle pursuit between a large amount of 

CPD patrol cruisers and black Porsche SUV, which was reportedly stolen and driven by a suspect in a 

bank robbery occurring immediately prior to the pursuit.  The report will be a summation of the BWC 

and dash cam footage provided to BCI.  The times referenced in the report are approximate and will be 

the times observed by SA Call on the video itself and not the actual time of day. 

Officer BWC 

Two videos were provided for Officer with one being a BWC and the other as a dash cam.  The 

BWC video is 12 minutes and 17 seconds in length and the dash cam is 3 hours 20 minutes and 19 

seconds in length.   

The initial BWC footage shows Officer seated in the front passenger seat of a patrol cruiser 

with Officer as the driver.  The two officers appear to be monitoring radio traffic in reference to 

the location of a black Porsche SUV and discussing how the two can position themselves to assist with 

locating the vehicle.   

2 minutes 35 seconds- Officer indicates he observed the vehicle in question and Officer 

responds “Ok. Let’s go.”  Officer appears to communicate this information over the 

radio as Officer appears to begin pursuing the vehicle. 

3 minutes 11 seconds- Officer indicates he can observe the vehicle ahead of them and 

communicates the vehicles location. 

3 minutes 27 seconds- Officer communicates their position over the radio as “70 East at the 

98.6.” 
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3 minutes 33 seconds- Officer yells “He’s running he’s running.”  Officer 

communicates this information over the radio. 

3 minutes 42 seconds- The cruiser has stopped with a white four door sedan positioned between the 

cruiser and the black Porsche SUV.  Officer exits the vehicle, yells “Stop,” and begins running 

towards the shoulder of the roadway.  A subject, later identified as Ismail, can be observed standing 

near the rear of the black Porsche SUV.  Ismail can be observed wearing a black long sleeve shirt, black 

hat, and some kind of face covering, with the white sedan obstructing the rest of his profile.  Officer 

does not appear to observe Ismail. 

3 minutes 44 seconds- Ismail can be observed standing in a two-hand grip firing stance with his arms 

fully extended and in his eye line.  There appears to be a dark object consistent with a handgun in his 

hand, however it is difficult to see additional features due the backdrop being Ismail’s dark clothing.   
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In addition, there appears to be two subjects dressed in dark clothing fleeing Officer on the 

south side of I-70 off of the roadway.  Rapid succession gunfire can be heard as Officer is 

yelling “Columbus Police Stop” and Officer screams as he falls to the ground.  Officer 

does appear to initially return fire from his handgun as he falls to the ground, however the magazine 

falls out of his weapon as he is falling rendering it inoperable at the time.  Ismail appears to fire several 

additional gunshots at Officer during this process as Officer attempts to put the 

magazine back in his firearm.   

3 minutes 48 seconds- A gunshot appears to impact the asphalt directly in front of Officer  

3 minutes 48 seconds through 4 minutes 1 second- Additional gunshots can be heard as Officer

continues to struggle with a magazine reload of his pistol. 

4 minutes 1 second- Officer successfully completes a reload and assumes a two-hand firing grip 

and begins firing several shots in the direction of Ismail as Ismail is fleeing on foot eastbound on I-70.   

4 minutes 8 seconds- Ismail appears to stop abruptly and turn back towards Officer  location, 

as this occurs Officer rolls over and Officer can be observed advancing in the direction 

of Ismail with his pistol drawn yelling at Ismail to get on the ground. 

4 minutes 14 seconds- Additional gunfire can be heard as Officer attempts to stand up and is 

unsuccessful due to his injuries.   

4 minutes 21 seconds- Officer communicates he does not have feeling in his leg and rolls back 

over towards Ismail.  Ismail has continued advancing towards Officer from his previous position 

and Officer begins to fire his handgun in Ismail’s direction.  Ismail was not firing during this 

process and it is difficult to see if he had anything in his hands. 

4 minutes 27 seconds- Ismail falls to the ground after a period of sustained gunfire.  Officer  

handgun goes to slide lock indicating it is empty of ammunition.   

4 minutes 30 seconds- Officer yells to responding officers his leg is injured and responding 

officers begin administering aid. 

4 minutes 44 seconds- Officers can be heard communicating they will be applying a tourniquet to Officer 

 leg and be self-transporting to Grant Hospital.  Officer appears to be lying flat on his 

back during this time with the vantage point of his BWC only capturing the officers rendering him aid 

and surrounding audio. 

5 minutes 55 seconds- Officer is lifted from the ground by several officers and is placed in the 

backseat of a cruiser.   
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The remaining footage contains information related to Officer  wounds being treated during 

the transport to Grant Hospital until he ultimately arrived there.   

Officer and Dash Cam 

The initial dash cam footage shows traffic in front of Officer and  cruiser.  The two 

officers appear to be monitoring radio traffic in reference to the location of a black Porsche SUV and 

discussing how the two can position themselves to assist with locating the vehicle.  Their conversation is 

the exact same timeline as on the above BWC.  

3 minutes 33 seconds- Officer yells “He’s running he’s running.”  Officer 

communicates this information over the radio.  Shortly after saying this, a subject can be observed 

jumping over the concrete divider and continue running southbound from the roadway.  The black 

Porsche can be observed sitting stationary partially block the far left and center lane on I-70. 

3 minutes 40 seconds- Just prior to the cruiser coming to stop a second subject can be observed jumping 

over the concrete divider and continue running southbound from the roadway.  The cruiser ultimately 

stops near the rear passenger side of a white four door sedan positioned partially between the cruiser 

and the black Porsche SUV.   

3 minutes 42 seconds- Ismail can be seen dressed as described above near the passenger side rear of 

the black Porsche SUV.  He initially has a black handgun in his right hand, however he transitions into a 

two-hand firing grip and shoots several rounds at Officer  

3 minutes 46 seconds- Officer falls to the ground. 

3 minutes 49 seconds- Ismail advances upon and runs past Officer while firing several 

additional shots at Officer at close range.  Officer is lying on the ground during this 

time not returning fire. 
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3 minutes 57 seconds- Ismail runs in front of the CPD cruiser and appears to attempt to gain access to 

the driver’s compartment, but is unsuccessful.  Ismail immediately proceeds to the white four door 

sedan mentioned above and attempts to gain access to the driver’s compartment, but is unsuccessful.   

4 minutes 2 seconds- Ismail begins to run from the scene on foot eastbound on I-70.  Officer 

begins firing at Ismail as he can be seen fleeing.  Additional gunfire can be heard at this time, but not 

visually observed. 

4 minutes 11 seconds- Officer and Sgt. enter the video frame with their handguns 

drawn and begin firing shots in the direction Ismail was fleeing.  Ismail cannot be observed at this time 

due to visual obstructions. 

4 minutes 18 seconds- Officer begins retreating while firing behind the white 4 door sedan as 

Lt. appears in frame from the driver’s side of the CPD cruiser.  Officer  Officer 

 and Sgt. continue to fire shots in the direction Ismail was fleeing. 

4 minutes 23 seconds- Ismail becomes visible again and is walking back towards the direction of Officer 

  At this time Lt. begins firing his handgun near the position of Sgt.   

4 minutes 27 seconds- Ismail falls to the ground after additional sustained gunfire. 

4 minutes 37 seconds- Several additional officers enter the frame and begin advancing towards Ismail’s 

position.  Ismail cannot be observed during this due to visual obstructions.  Additional officers appear to 

begin rendering aid to Officer  

5 minutes 1 second- Officer can be heard communicating to the responding units there was an 

additional subject that fled the scene. 

5 minutes 31 seconds- Officer can be heard yelling a clothing description of the additional 

subject to the responding units. 

5 minutes 49 seconds- Ismail can be observed lying in the roadway with a CPD officer assessing him. 

5 minutes 58 seconds- A CPD officer can be observed giving Ismail chest compressions. 

6 minutes 20 seconds- Officer appears to be the driver of the cruiser he identified as “  and 

begins to transport Officer to Grant Hospital. 

9 minutes 17 seconds- The transport arrives at Grant Hospital. 

The cruiser is ultimately repositioned in a hospital parking area with the camera still activated leading to 

the substantial amount of video unrelated to the shooting or the events immediately surrounding the 

shooting. 
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Officer BWC 

Officer  provided BWC is 15 minutes and 16 seconds in total length and contains information 

identical to the above described BWC and dash cam leading up the cruiser stopping behind the white 4 

door sedan and black Porsche SUV. 

3 minutes 33 seconds- Officer yells “He’s running he’s running.”  Officer 

communicates this information over the radio.   

3 minutes 42 seconds- Officer exits the cruiser and runs around the rear towards the 

southbound side of I-70 East.   

3 minutes 45 seconds- Gunfire can be heard and Officer pauses for a moment behind a black 4 

door sedan and draws his pistol. 

3 minutes 50 seconds- Officer fires several rounds over the top of the of the black sedan 

towards the area of the black Porsche SUV. 

3 minutes 52 seconds- Officer appears to duck, reposition himself behind the black sedan, and 

shoot additional shots now in the direction of his own cruiser. 

4 minutes 1 second- Officer repositions and fires another shot toward in the direction of the 

black Porsche SUV.  Officer appears injured and is lying on I-70 near the concrete dividers at 

this time.   

4 minutes 3 seconds- Ismail can be seen fleeing the scene on foot eastbound on I-70 and Officer 

and Officer shoot several rounds at him. 

4 minutes 13 seconds- Ismail turns and begins walking back towards Officer and Officer 

  Officer screams at Ismail to get on the ground.  Ismail continues his advance towards 

the officer and Officer fires while additional gunfire can be heard.   

4 minutes 24 seconds- Officer  handgun goes to slide lock indicating it is empty.  Additional 

gunfire can be heard. Officer takes cover behind the white 4 door sedan and completes a reload 

of his handgun. 

4 minutes 28 seconds- Gunfire appears to discontinue. 

4 minutes 35 seconds- Officer approaches Officer and Officer indicates his 

leg is injured.   

4 minutes 42 seconds- Several additional officers move towards Ismail who is now lying motionless on 

the roadway.  Additional CPD officers begin applying a tourniquet to Officer  leg. 
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4 minutes 46 seconds- Officer retrieves a black handgun from the roadway in front of the dark 

four door sedan parked near his cruiser. 

5 minutes 10 seconds- Officer gets into his cruiser. 

6 minutes 20 seconds- Officer appears to be the driver of the cruiser he identified as “  and 

begins to transport Officer to Grant Hospital. 

9 minutes 17 seconds- The transport arrives at Grant Hospital. 

Officer ultimately repositions the cruiser in a hospital parking area where the vehicle remained 

for the remainder of the video. 

Sergeant BWC 

Sgt. s provided BWC is 25 minutes and 11 seconds in total length and begins with Sgt. 

appearing to be in an office setting.  Sgt. appears to learn of the vehicle pursuit via radio traffic 

and proceeds to his patrol cruiser approximately one minute into the video.  Sgt. begins driving 

the cruiser in response to the radio traffic. 

3 minutes 15 seconds- The involved subject vehicle is described as a black Porsche SUV on the radio. 

4 minutes 3 seconds- While in a stationary position, Sgt. appears to observe the involved subject 

vehicle and radios its position as heading eastbound on 70 at the I-670 split.  Sgt. appears to 

begin pursuit of the vehicle.  

4 minutes 39 seconds- Sgt. radios the vehicle’s position as beyond Broad Street. 

4 minutes 56 seconds- Sgt. radios traffic indicating he has lost sight of the vehicle. 

5 minutes 54 seconds- Officer comes across the radio indicating he has visual of the vehicle. 

6 minutes- Officer answers radio traffic confirming his location as the 98.6-mile marker on I-70 

East. 

6 minutes 10 seconds- Officer radios traffic indicating subjects are fleeing from the area of the 

98.8-mile marker on I-70 East. 

6 minutes 22 seconds- “Shots fired” comes across the radio. 

6 minutes 36 seconds- Sgt. parks and exits his cruiser.  Multiple gunshots can be heard as Sgt. 

exits his cruiser.   Sgt. appears to park immediately behind the cruiser Officers 

and were operating during their pursuit.  Sgt. appears to be the first officer on scene 

after Officers and  
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6 minutes 40 seconds- Sgt. appears to being running eastbound on I-70 towards the sound of 

gunfire, taking a path alongside the driver’s side of Officer’s and  cruiser. 

6 minutes 42 seconds- Sgt. appears to have drawn and presented his pistol in the direction of 

the black Porsche SUV.  Officer can be observed approximately three highway lanes to Sgt. 

s right with his pistol drawn screaming commands to get on the ground.  Ismail appears to be 

facing the direction of Officer and continues walking towards him. 

6 minutes 48 seconds- Sgt. fires several rounds in the direction of Ismail while Ismail continues 

to advance towards Officer  position.   

6 minutes 55 seconds- Sgt. ceases firing and appears to move rearward placing the black Porsche 

SUV between him and Ismail. 

7 minutes- Gunfire appears to stop and a voice can be heard indicating Ismail is down. 

7 minutes 8 seconds- Sgt. moves up to the front driver’s side corner of the black Porsche SUV 

and Ismail can be observed lying on his back in the roadway.  Sgt. yells to the additional 

responding officers he has Ismail covered and the additional officers move up to secure Ismail. 

7 minutes 26 seconds- Sgt. orders additional responding officers to shut down I-70.    

 7 minutes 48 seconds- Sgt. is asked about additional subjects involved and he responds 

indicating Ismail is the only one he observed.  At this time there is a large amount of additional CPD 

officers on scene and they appear to begin searching the area southbound of I-70. 

8 minutes 31 seconds- A CPD officer can be observed performing chest compressions on Ismail. 

8 minutes 52 seconds- The CPD cruiser transporting Officer leaves the scene.  Sgt. 

requests an emergency squad to respond to the scene for Ismail. 

9 minutes 34 seconds- CPD officers switch out and continue chest compressions on Ismail. 

12 minutes 36 seconds- CPD officers have continue chest compressions on Ismail with Sgt. 

switching in at this time.  Ismail does not appear to be responsive at any time during this process. 

14 minutes 53 seconds- A CPD officer asks Sgt. if he was “involved” and Sgt. confirms he 

was. 

17 minutes 40 seconds- Lt. indicates it is time to get the involved officers identified. 

18 minutes 25 seconds- A CPD officer asks the officers to identify themselves if they fired during the 

incident, but to not give any additional details.  Sgt. verbally confirms he fired.  Other officers 

appear to simply raise their hands and say nothing.   
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The remainder of the footage shows Sgt. remaining on I-70 until he is transported from the area. 

Sergeant Dash Cam 

The provided dash cam footage for Sgt. is 3 hours 43 minutes and 54 seconds in total length.  

This summation will be limited to the shooting and events immediately surrounding the shooting. 

4 minutes 3 seconds- Sgt. appears to be stationary on the side of the roadway when the black 

Porsche SUV passes his location.  Sgt. s radio traffic is the same as referenced on his BWC report. 

4 minutes 57 seconds- Sgt. radios he has lost visual.  The additional radio traffic prior to Sgt. 

s arrival on scene is the same as described above. 

6 minutes 29 seconds- Sgt. arrives on scene and Ismail can be observed appearing to attempt to 

enter the driver’s side of Officer’s and cruiser. Ismail runs around the front of the 

cruiser and appears to try and enter the driver’s side of a white 4 door sedan parked in front of the 

above cruiser.  Officer can be observed lying on the ground in the far-right lane of I-70 East.   

6 minutes 34 seconds- Officer can be observed in a position near the passenger side rear of a 

black 4 door sedan parked behind the white 4 door sedan.  Officer fires multiple shots with his 

handgun in the direction of Ismail.  Ismail is fleeing on foot eastbound on I-70 at this time.   

6 minutes 38 seconds- Sgt. enters the video footage with his pistol drawn and runs alongside the 

driver’s side of Officer’s and cruiser.  Sgt. is not seen again in this video frame 

during the actual shooting due to visual obstruction. 

6 minutes 45 seconds- Officer enters the video footage from passenger side of Sgt. s 

cruiser and Lt. enters the frame from the driver’s side.  Both officer’s have their handguns 

drawn.  Lt. cannot be seen during the rest of the shooting due to visual obstruction. 

6 minutes 49 seconds- Officer enters the video footage from the passenger side Sgt. s 

cruiser and takes a supported position on the rear passenger side of the black 4 door sedan.    

6 minutes 52 seconds- Officer and Officer begin firing their weapons in the direction of 

Ismail.  Additional gunfire could be heard prior to the two officers firing their weapons, however it is 

difficult to see who was firing due to the positioning of the camera.  

6 minutes 55 seconds- Ismail appears to be moving towards the officers firing. 

6 minutes 56 seconds- Officer Redding enters the video footage and takes a position near the rear of 

Officer’s and cruiser.  Officer enters the video footage and takes a position 

near the driver’s side rear of the dark 4 sedan and begins firing his handgun in the direction of Ismail.  

There is sustained gunfire at this time. 
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6 minutes 58-59 seconds- Ismail falls to the ground and Officer throws his left hand up in the air. 

7 minutes- Gunfire stops and large amount of additional CPD officers arrive on scene. 

7 minutes 17 seconds- Officer appears to pick up a black handgun from the area immediately in 

front of the black 4 door sedan.  Officer moves around the rear of his cruiser to the driver’s 

door where he can be observed with the handgun in his left hand and his handgun in the holster.  

The remainder of this video footage shows a large response from CPD uniformed officers leading to 

Officer being transported from the scene and CPD officers performing chest compressions on 

Ismail, which has been described in other video summations in this report. 

Officer BWC 

Officer s provided BWC is 23 minutes and 25 seconds in total length and begins with Officer 

driving his patrol cruiser.   

1 minute 53 seconds- Officer radios traffic indicating a vehicle “rammed” Whitehall Police 

Department and is currently eastbound on Roberts Road.  Officer appears to activate the 

emergency lights and sirens in cruiser in response to the radio traffic and radios he will be responding. 

4 minutes 7 seconds- Officer is still in emergency response and radio traffic comes across 

indicating the subjects involved are bank robbery suspects.   

4 minutes 25 seconds- Officer radios his position as 70 East and Wilson Road and assumes a 

stationary position. 

4 minutes 57 seconds- Officer radios traffic indicating the involved vehicle is a black Porsche 

Cayenne SUV. 

5 minutes 22 seconds- Officer begins accelerating his cruiser rapidly and radios traffic indicating 

the involved vehicle is I-70 Eastbound.  Officer appears to begin pursuit of the vehicle. 

7 minutes 43 seconds- Officer appears to have lost sight of the involved vehicle.  Officer

comes across the radio indicating he has a visual on the involved vehicle. 

8 minutes 2 seconds- Officer puts out radio traffic indicating the involved subject is running 

away from the freeway near the I-70 at mile marker 98.8. 

8 minutes 14 seconds- Shots fired announced over the radio. 

8 minutes 29 seconds- Officer appears to arrive on scene and exit his cruiser.  Sustained gunfire 

can be heard at this time. 
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8 minutes 34 seconds- Officer runs to the far-right lane of I-70 with his handgun drawn and 

Officer can be observed firing shots at Ismail as he is fleeing.  Officer can be observed 

lying on the ground with his weapon drawn. 

8 minutes 40 seconds- Officer can be observed yelling at Ismail to get on the ground as Ismail is 

advancing upon Officer and Officer  

8 minutes 45 seconds- Officer and Officer begin firing at the advancing Ismail.   

8 minutes 51 seconds- Officer ceases firing and throws his left hand up in the air as Ismail falls to 

the ground.  Gunfire ceases. 

8 minutes 55 seconds- Officer yells out indicating his leg is injured and blood can be observed 

on the asphalt around him. 

9 minutes 2 seconds- Officer produces a tourniquet and begins applying it to Officer left 

leg. 

9 minutes 31 seconds- Officer informs Lt. he fired during the incident. 

11 minutes 47 seconds- Officer retrieves his patrol rifle from his cruiser and begins to assist with 

the initial search for additional suspects. 

14 minutes 52 seconds- Officer informs a CPD officer he is going to need officer support and gives 

no additional details. 

The remaining footage shows Officer remaining at the scene until he is instructed to discontinue 

his BWC footage. 

Officer BWC 

Officer s provided BWC is 15 minutes and 24 seconds in total length and begins with Officer 

positioned in the driver’s seat of his patrol cruiser.  Officer is initially driving; however, 

he assumes a stationary position near a building. 

1 minutes 29 seconds- “Go go go” can be heard over the radio and Officer goes from a 

stationary to mobile position. 

1 minutes 59 seconds- Officer activates his lights and sirens. 

2 minutes 10 seconds- Officer indicates the vehicle “rammed” Whitehall Police Department and 

is currently eastbound on Roberts Road.   

3 minutes 6 seconds- Officer answers radio traffic confirming he is aware of the situation and he 

and other CPD officers are currently in pursuit of the vehicle.   
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3 minutes 14 seconds- Officer radios his position as eastbound Roberts approaching I-270. 

3 minutes 32 seconds- Officer radios his position as I-270 Southbound. 

4 minutes 19 seconds- A dispatcher comes over the radio indicating the suspect being pursued just 

reportedly robbed the Fifth-Third Bank on Hilliard Rome Road.  

5 minutes 21 seconds- Officer radios indicating CPD has just lost sight of the vehicle 

5 minutes 26 seconds- Radio traffic comes across identifying the involved vehicle as a Black Porsche 

SUV. 

8 minutes 6 seconds- Officer puts out radio traffic indicating he has visual on the involved 

vehicle. 

8 minutes 23 seconds- Officer puts out radio traffic indicating the involved subject is running 

away from the freeway near the I-70 at mile marker 98.8. 

8 minutes 34 seconds- Shots fired announced on the radio. 

8 minutes 51 seconds- Officer arrives on scene and exits his cruiser.  Gunfire can be heard 

almost immediately after exiting the cruiser. 

8 minutes 58 seconds- Officer runs towards the gunfire.  One officer, later identified as Officer 

 is on the ground with two additional officers nearby firing their weapons at Ismail.  Ismail’s 

actions are difficult to see due to the camera shaking while Office is running. 

9 minutes 3 seconds- Officer takes a position behind a black 4 door sedan near the shooting and 

fires all of the rounds in his pistol magazine.  Officer s BWC only captured the exterior of the 

sedan during this exchange due to body positioning.   

9 minutes 12 seconds- Gunfire stops and Officer performs a reload on his pistol. 

9 minutes 21 seconds- Officer approaches Officer and blood can be observed on the 

asphalt beneath Officer   Officer retrieves a tourniquet and begins the process of 

applying it to Officer  right leg.   

10 minutes 9 seconds- Officer radios to inform Grant Hospital CPD will be self-transporting with 

an injured officer. 

10 minutes 45 seconds- Officer helps load Officer into the transport cruiser. 

The rest of the BWC provided for Officer contains information involving the transport of Officer 

to Grant Hospital. 
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Lieutenant BWC 

The provided BWC footage for Lt. is 18 minutes and 54 seconds in length and begins with Lt. 

in an office setting.  Lt. runs from the office building, enters his cruiser, and appears 

to be responding to the above described vehicle pursuit.  The radio traffic associated with Lt. s 

response is the same as referenced above on the other officers’ BWC and dash cam footage. 

4 minutes 35 seconds- Shots fired is announced on the radio.  Lt. is still in emergency response 

at this time. 

4 minutes 52 seconds- Lt. arrives on scene, parks his cruiser and exits on foot.  Sustained 

gunfire can be heard at this time.  Lt. runs towards the gunfire taking a path through the far-

right lane on I-70 past the driver’s side of the already parked cruisers. 

5 minutes 3-5 seconds- Officer and Sgt. can be observed firing their weapons in the 

direction of Ismail. 

5 minutes 6 seconds- Lt. appears to fire two shots in the direction of Ismail.  Ismail cannot be 

observed on Lt. s BWC footage during this time due to visual obstructions. 

5 minutes 10 seconds- Lt. repositions himself near the front of Officer and 

cruiser and can be observed firing two additional shots in the direction of Ismail.  Ismail fell to the 

ground during this process. 

5 minutes 16 seconds- Lt. radios there is a suspect down and the video shows officers moving 

up to secure Ismail. 

The remainder of the video Lt. assists with scene security and the process of getting Officer 

transported from the scene.  Lt. does participate in a brief conversation confirming 

he fired during the incident and does not provide additional details. 

Officer

The provided BWC footage for Officer is 18 minutes and 50 seconds in length and begins with 

Officer and Officer in a cruiser together with Officer being the driver.  The radio 

traffic associated with Officers and response is the same as referenced above on the other 

officers’ BWC and dash cam footage. 

6 minutes 51 seconds- Shots fired is announced on the radio.  Officers and are still in 

emergency response at this time. 

6 minutes 57 seconds- Officer repeatedly says “He’s shot” and “Officer hit.” 
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7 minutes 14 seconds- Officers and appear to exit the cruiser and begin running towards 

the scene on I-70.  During their approach sustained gunfire can be heard.   

7 minutes 24 seconds- Officer take a cover position behind a blue SUV on the rear passenger side 

and begins firing his handgun in the direction of Ismail.  Officer appears to fire 7 rounds. 

7 minutes 29 seconds- Ismail falls to the ground and the gunfire appears to cease. 

7 minutes 40 seconds- Officer joins a group of CPD officers moving towards Ismail. 

7 minutes 51 seconds- Officer begins the process of handcuffing and searching Ismail.  Ismail 

does not appear responsive or make any statements during this process. 

8 minutes 9 seconds- Officer becomes aware there are potential additional subjects involved and 

begins assisting with the search and scene security. 

8 minutes 17 seconds- Officer performs a reload of his handgun. 

10 minutes 20 seconds- Officer returns and observes officers rendering aid to Ismail and 

completes a pat down search of Ismail while another officer continues chest compressions.  Ismail does 

not appear responsive during this process. 

11 minutes 23 seconds- Officer takes over doing chest compressions. 

13 minutes 4 seconds- Officer takes over chest compressions. 

The remainder of the video Officer continues to assist with chest compressions on Ismail and 

scene security on I-70. 

Officer

The provided BWC footage for Officer is 21 minutes and 14 seconds in length and begins with 

Officer and Officer in a cruiser together with Officer being the driver.  The radio 

traffic associated with Officers and response is the same as referenced above on the other 

officers’ BWC and dash cam footage. 

6 minutes 51 seconds- Shots fired is announced on the radio.  Officers and are still in 

emergency response at this time. 

6 minutes 57 seconds- Officer repeatedly says “He’s shot” and “Officer hit.” Officer points in 

the eastbound direction while saying the above. 

7 minutes 14 seconds- Officers and appear to exit the cruiser and begin running towards 

the scene on I-70.  During their approach sustained gunfire can be heard.   
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7 minutes 27 seconds- Officer appears to take a position at the rear driver’s side of a dark 4 door 

sedan opposite Officer e.  Officer fires multiple rounds in the direction of Ismail from this 

position. 

7 minutes 29 seconds- Ismail falls to the ground and gunfire ceases.   

7 minutes 40 seconds- Officer leads a group of officers towards Ismail’s position.  Officer 

yells commands for Ismail to keep his hands out.  Ismail appears unresponsive. 

7 minutes 51 seconds- Officer begins the process of handcuffing and searching Ismail.  Ismail 

does not appear responsive or make any statements during this process. 

8 minutes 58 seconds- Officer begins chest compressions on Ismail. 

The remainder of the video Officer continues to assist with chest compressions on Ismail and 

scene security on I-70. 

Additional Video Footage 

There is a substantial amount of additional BWC and dash cam footage videos reviewed by SA Call from 

CPD officers responding after the shooting and holding scene security for several hours.  SA Call will not 

be performing a detailed written review as above for those video files. 


